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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
October Releases:
All Eyez on Me
Check Catalog

Chronicles the life and legacy of Tupac Shakur, including his rise to superstardom as a hip-hop artist, actor,
poet and activist, as well as his imprisonment and prolific, controversial time at Death Row Records.
Against insurmountable odds, Shakur rose to become a cultural icon whose career and persona both
continue to grow long after his passing. Rated R.

The Dinner.

Check Catalog

Two sets of wealthy parents meet for dinner to decide what to do about a crime their sons have
committed. Rated R.

Spider-Man: Homecoming
Check Catalog

A young Peter Parker, who made his sensational debut in Captain America: Civil War, begins to navigate his
newfound identity as the web-slinging super hero in Spider-Man: Homecoming. Thrilled by his experience
with the Avengers, Peter returns home, where he lives with his Aunt May, under the watchful eye of his
new mentor Tony Stark. Peter tries to fall back into his normal daily routine, distracted by thoughts of
proving himself to be more than just your friendly neighborhood Spider-Man. Rated: PG-13.

Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
September Releases:
47 Meters Down
Check Catalog

Two sisters vacationing in Mexico are trapped in a shark cage at the bottom of the ocean. With less than
an hour of oxygen left and great white sharks circling nearby, they must fight to survive. Rated: PG-13.

Baby Driver

Check Catalog

A talented, young getaway driver relies on the beat of his personal soundtrack to be the best in the game.
But after being coerced into working for a crime boss, he must face the music when a doomed heist
threatens his life, love and freedom. Rated: R.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
September Releases continued:
Band Aid.
Check Catalog

Anna and Ben, who can’t stop fighting. Advised by their therapist to try and work through their grief
unconventionally, they are reminded of their shared love of music. In a last-ditch effort to save their
marriage, they decide to turn all their fights into song, and with the help of their neighbor Dave, they start
a band.

The Book of Henry
Check Catalog

A single mother discovers a scheme in her son’s book to rescue a young girl from the hands of her abusive
stepfather and sets out to execute the plan at any cost. Rated: PG-13.

Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie
Check Catalog

Two overly imaginative pranksters named George and Harold, hypnotize their principal into thinking he’s a
ridiculously enthusiastic, incredibly dimwitted superhero named Captain Underpants. Rated: PG.

Happy Holidays Garfield
Check Catalog

It Comes at Night
Check Catalog

Secure within a desolate home as an unnatural threat terrorizes the world, the tenuous domestic order
he has established with his wife and son is put to the ultimate test with the arrival of a desperate young
family seeking refuge. Despite the best intentions of both families, paranoia and mistrust boil over as the
horrors outside creep ever-closer, awakening something hidden and monstrous within him as he learns
that the protection of his family comes at the cost of his soul. Rated: R.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
September Releases continued:
Lowriders
Check Catalog

A young street artist in East Los Angeles is caught between his father’s obsession with lowrider car
culture, his ex-felon brother and his need for self expression. Rated: PG-13.

Megan Leavey.

Check Catalog

Based on the true life story of a young Marine Corporal whose unique discipline and bond with her military
combat dog saved many lives during their deployment in Iraq. When she is assigned to clean up the K9
unit after a disciplinary hearing, Leavey identifies with a particularly aggressive dog, Rex, and is given the
chance to train him. Over the course of their service, Megan and Rex completed more than 100 missions
until an IED explosion injures them, putting their fate in jeopardy. Rated: PG-13.

Orphan black. Season five.
check catalog

Tara Rafferty (Amy Huberman, The Clinic) is living the good life: she’s a successful Dublin lawyer engaged
to a fellow solicitor. But Tara’s life is turned upside down after she discovers her betrothed in bed with
a colleague. Abandoning her wedding plans (and her job), Tara strikes out on her own, starting an
unconventional private practice.

Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales
Check Catalog

Captain Jack Sparrow finds the winds of ill-fortune blowing even more strongly when deadly ghost pirates
led by his old nemesis, the terrifying Captain Salazar, escape from the Devil’s Triangle, determined to
kill every pirate at sea. His only hope of survival lies in seeking out the legendary Trident of Poseidon, a
powerful artifact that bestows upon its possessor total control over the seas. Rated: PG-13.

Rough Night.

Check Catalog

Five friends from college reunite when they rent a beach house in Miami for a wild bachelorette weekend
that goes completely off the rails. Just when all hope is lost, they realize there’s more to the story than
they could’ve ever imagined. Rated: R.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
September Releases continued:
Transformers - The Last Knight
Check Catalog

Humans and Transformers are at war, Optimus Prime is gone. The key to saving humanity’s future lies
buried in the secrets of the past, in the hidden history of Transformers on Earth. Rated: PG-13.

Get a Hold On It!
August Releases:

New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
A country wedding
Check Catalog

A famous country singer set to marry a glamorous Hollywood actress returns to his small town roots.
When he crosses paths with his childhood sweetheart, and finally feels inspired to write songs again, he
reevaluates his life, his values and his opinion of true love. As his wedding day approaches, he must decide
if he has chosen the right woman to be his wife.

After the storm.

check catalog

Dwelling on his past glory as a prize-winning author, Ryota (Hiroshi Abe) wastes the money he makes as
a private detective on gambling and can barely pay child support. After the death of his father, his aging
mother (Kirin Kiki) and beautiful ex-wife (Yoko Make) seem to be moving on with their lives. Renewing
contact with his initially distrusting family, Ryota struggles to take back control of his existence and to find
a lasting place in the life of his young son (Taiyo Yoshizawa) - until a stormy summer night offers them a
chance to truly bond again.

Japanese

Baywatch

Check Catalog

Devoted lifeguard Mitch Buchanan butts heads with a brash new recruit. Together, they uncover a local
criminal plot that threatens the future of the Bay. Rated: R.

Big little lies. Season 1.
CHECK CATALOG

All is not what it seems in this dark comedy set in an idyllic seaside California town, where success,
affluence and privilege are slowly but surely undone by secrets, rivalries, deception and murder. Nicole
Kidman, Reese Witherspoon and Shailene Woodley star.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
August Releases continued:
Blindspot: The Complete Second Season.
CHECK CATALOG

A beautiful woman is found naked in Times Square, her memory erased, her body covered in a series of
coded tattoos. But as ‘Jane Doe’ and the FBI team who discovered her work to decipher, investigate,
and solve the complex treasure map of her body, an ever-widening web of conspiracy and corruption is
revealed, as is the truth behind Jane Doe’s real identity and the identity of the people who sent her to the
FBI in the first place.

Chicago fire. season five.
check catalog

United in the face of peril, the brave firefighters, rescue squad members, and paramedics of Chicago
Firehouse 51 are pulled apart by issues beyond their control in the red-hot fifth season of Chicago Fire.
Firehouse Lt. Matt Casey and Gabriela Dawson work to build a safe home for their growing family, even as
their life-saving jobs demand their full attention. Rescue Squad Lt. Kelly Severide risks it all—and faces the
consequences—while the crew confronts monumental changes.

Chicago med. season 2.
check catalog

When lives are on the line, the dedicated doctors, nurses, and staff of Chicago’s busiest trauma center
are the ones to trust. In the engrossing second season of Chicago Med, big changes put the ER on
an emotional collision course. A slew of both professional and personal issues-from legal setbacks to
romantic entanglements, illnesses, and the elusive work-life balance-threaten to affect those trying to
maintain cutting-edge medicine with care and compassion.

Elementary. The fifth season.
check catalog	

The erratic, unpredictable, and intellectually incomparable detective Sherlock Holmes cracks case after
case for the NYPD with the help of his ever-reliable partner Joan Watson. The balance of this timetested team shifts as Holmes and Watson face difficult personal choices and impossible crimes. From a
murderous drug gang to a rogue intelligence agency, the threats have never been starker. And from snake
venom-laced meals, to invisible gunshots, the methods have never been stranger..

Everything, everything
Check Catalog

An unlikely love story of Maddy, a smart, curious and imaginative 18-year-old who due to an illness cannot
leave the protection of the hermetically sealed environment within her house, and Olly, the boy next
door who won’t let that stop them. Maddy is desperate to experience the much more stimulating outside
world, and the promise of her first romance. Gazing through windows and talking only through texts,
she and Olly form a deep bond that leads them to risk everything to be together--even if it means losing
everything. Rated: PG-13.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
August Releases continued:
The Fate of the Furious
Check Catalog

When a mysterious woman seduces Dom into the world of terrorism and a betrayal of those closest to
him, the crew face trials that will test them as never before. Rated: PG-13.

Gifted.

Check Catalog

Frank Adler is a single man raising a child prodigy; his spirited young niece Mary in a coastal town in
Florida. Frank’s plans for a normal school life for Mary are foiled when the seven-year-old’s mathematical
abilities come to the attention of Frank’s formidable mother Evelyn whose plans for her granddaughter
threaten to separate Frank and Mary. Rated: PG-13.

Going in Style.

Check Catalog

Lifelong buddies Willie, Joe and Al, decide to buck retirement and step off the straight and narrow for the
first time in their lives when their pension fund becomes a corporate casualty. To pay the bills and come
through for their loved ones, the three risk it all by embarking on a daring bid to knock off the very bank
that absconded with their money.

NOVA: poisoned water
Check Catalog

In this special report, NOVA investigates the water disaster in Flint and unravels a disturbing truth
about the vulnerabilities of water systems across the country. Discover the delicate intricacies of water
chemistry, the biology of lead poisoning, and the engineering challenge of replacing this ravaged
infrastructure.

Sleight.

Check Catalog

Left to care for his little sister after their parents passing a young street magician turns to illegal activities
to keep a roof over their heads. He is forced to use his magic and a brilliant mind to save his sister when he
gets in too deep and she is kidnapped. Rated: R.
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Get a Hold On It! New DVD List- Pre-Released Titles
August Releases continued:
Smurfs : the lost village.
Check Catalog

A mysterious map sets Smurfette and her best friends Brainy, Clumsy and Hefty on an exciting and thrilling
race through the Forbidden Forest filled with magical creatures to find a mysterious lost village before the
evil wizard Gargamel does. Embarking on a roller-coaster journey full of action and danger, the Smurfs are
on a course that leads to the discovery of the biggest secret in Smurf history! Rated: PG.

Snatched

Check Catalog

When her boyfriend dumps her before their exotic vacation, a young woman persuades her ultra-cautious
mother to travel with her to paradise, with unexpected results. Rated: R.

The walking dead. the complete seventh season.
check catalog

In season seven, Rick and his group’s world becomes even more brutal due to Negan’s deadly example of
what happens if they don’t live under his rules. Everyone must begin again.

Wonder Woman.
Check Catalog

Before she was Wonder Woman she was Diana, princess of the Amazons, trained warrior. When a
pilot crashes and tells of conflict in the outside world, she leaves home to fight a war to end all wars,
discovering her full powers and true destiny. Rated: PG-13.

